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The Institute for the History of Religions
of the Romanian Academy
announces
the launch of the competition for
the “Mircea Eliade” post-doctoral fellowships on the topic

Religions, History and Society in Europe and Asia
for the academic years 2010-2012
Conditions for the applicants:
1. The research project, drafted in the Romanian language and in a foreign language of
international circulation, must be 10 000 to 15 000 characters long (with spaces), dated and bearing
the candidate’s holograph signature.
2. A European-format electronic Curriculum Vitae (Europass format), including the candidate’s
photograph, and signed on each page.
3. A detailed list of publications and activities (lectures, conferences, research trips, etc.). The list
must be dated and signed.
4. The list of specialized languages (depending on the chosen topic) mastered by the candidate,
including a self-assessment of the corresponding language skills. The list must be dated and signed.
5. An affidavit certifying that the research project did not already receive financing from other
sources, nor is it simultaneously the beneficiary of a supplementary grant. Any double financing will
lead to an automatic exclusion from the competition. If, nevertheless, the project submitted already
was the beneficiary of prior financing, whether partial or total, the candidate must submit a
justification (maximum 2 000 characters in length, with spaces) defending the need to pursue further
research on the topic.
6. Certified copies of the BA, MA and PhD diplomas.
7. Copies of the candidate’s prizes, distinctions, certificates and other materials, which the
candidate deems relevant.
8. A document to certify the completion of a research trip abroad of minimum 1 month in length (if
applicable).
9. Two letters of recommendation by recognized researchers in the field. The letters of
recommendation must be sent by the referents by e-mail (scanned) or by fast mail to the Institute for
the History of Religions.
10. Four scientific papers: an electronic copy of the PhD thesis and three other works deemed
representative by the candidate, either in the original or copies.
* The documents requested at points 1 though 5 must be submitted both in Romanian and in a foreign
language of international circulation.

